
MATA JAI KAUR PUBLIC SCHOOL 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK / CLASS – IX 
ENGLISH 

Read the novel ‘Three Men in a Boat’ BY Jerome K. Jerome. A follow up subject enrichment activity will 

be taken up. 

 

HINDI  (To be done in the Hindi Assignment Notebook) 

1. नीच ेदिए गए विषयों में से किनहहीं चार पर विज्ञापन बनाइए  : 
 नए खुऱने िाऱे ‘फनीचर – हाउस’ िे लऱए | 
 ज्योतिष िी ििुान िे लऱए | 
 घर िी बबक्री हेि ु| 
 िार – ड्राइिर िी आिश्यििा हेि ु| 
 नए खुऱे विद्याऱय िी विशषेिाएँ बिािे हुए – प्रिेश हेि ु| 
 बच्चों िे ‘रेडीमेड’ िपड़ों िी ििुान िी बबक्री बढ़ाने हेिु | 
2. ‘सींचयन’ िे पाठों िा स्ि-अध्ययन िीजजए : 

 मेरा छोटा-सा तनजी पिुािाऱय  
 हालमि खा ँ

3. स्िर–सींधि िथा व्यींजन-सींधि िा व्यािरण िी पसु्िि में से अभ्यास िीजजए| 
 

PUNJABI 
 
id`qy gey ic`qrW dw vrnx lgBg 50 SbdW iv`c kro[(ieh ic`qr ieiqhws dI ikqwb ivc 
hn[ (Page 81 and 87) 
 

MATHEMATICS (Do these questions on register sheets) 

CONSTRUCTIONS 

1. Construct LXY is base angles ∠X=60°,∠Y=45° and its perimeter is 13 cm. 

2. Construct triangle PQR, in which QR=8.4 cm, ∠Q=45° and PR-RQ = 2.8 cm. 

3.  Construct HIJ, if IJ=4.5 cm, ∠I=45° and HI-HJ=18 cm. 

4. Construct ABC in which BC=6 cm, ∠B=75° and AB+AC=14 cm. 

5. Construct a right angled triangle PQR right angled at Q. QR is 4 cm      and the sum of other 

side and hypotenuses is 8 cm. 



HERON’S FORMULA 

6. Find area of triangle whose perimeters is 180cm and two of its sides are 80cm and 18cm. 

Also calculate the altitude of triangle corresponding to shortest side? 

7. The sides of a triangular plot are in ratio of 3:5:7 and its perimeter is 300m. Find its area. 

8. A triangular park in a city has dimensions 30cm X 26cm X 28cm. A gardener has to plant 

grass inside the part at ₨1.50 /m2.Find amount to be paid to gardener. 

9. An isosceles triangle has perimeter 30cm and each of equal sides is 12cm.Find area of 

triangle. 

10. In a quadrilateral ABCD, AB=9cm, BC=40cm, CD=15cm, and DA=28cm and ∟D=90°. Find area 

of quadrilateral. 

TRIANGLES 

11. The sides BC, CA and AB of triangle ABC are produced in order to form interior angles ∠ACD, 

∠BAE, ∠CBF. Show that:     

∠ACD + ∠BAE + ∠CBF= 360° 

12. In an isosceles triangle with AB=AC, the bisectors of ∠B and ∠C intersect each other at O. 

Join A to O. Show that: 

a) OB=OC 

b) AO bisects ∠A 

13. In triangle ABC right angled at A, AL is drawn perpendicular to BC. Prove that ∠BAL=∠ACB. 

14. AB is a line segment and P  is the mid point. D and E are points on same side of AB such that 

∠BAD=∠ABE and ∠EPA=∠DPB. 

Show that :DAP ≅EBP and AD=BE 

15. AB and CD are perpendicular to BD. Also AB=CD and AF=CE. Prove that BE=FD 

QUADRILATERALS  

16. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AD=BC and ∠DAB=∠CBA. Prove that: 

a) Triangle ABD≅ triangle BAC 

b) BD=AC 

c) ∠ABD=∠BAC 
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17. In a quadrilateral PQRS, PO and QO are the bisectors of ∠P and ∠ Q. If ∠R=40° and∠S=60°, 

Find the measure of ∠POQ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18. Points A  and B are on the same side of a line m, AD⏊m and BE ⏊ m and C meet m at D and 

E .If C is the midpoint of AB, prove that CD=CE. 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

19. ABCD is a parallelogram in which ∠A =60°.If bisectors of ∠A and ∠B meet at P, prove that 

AD=DP, PC=CB, DC=2AD. 

 

 
 

20. Two opposite angles of a parallelogram are (3x-2) and (63-2x). Find the other angles. 

21. Show that the quadrilateral formed by joining the mid points of the consecutive sides of a 

rectangle is a rhombus. 

AREAS OF PARALLELOGRAM AND TRIANGLES 

22. Prove that median of a triangle divides it into two triangles of equal areas. 
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23. The side AB of a parallelogram ABCD is produced to any point P. A line through A and 

parallel to CP meets CB produced at Q and then parallelogram PBQR is completed. Show 

that ar(ABCD)=ar(PBQR). 

 

 
24. In the figure, ABCD is a trapezium in which AB∥DC. Q is the mid point of BC. Through the 

line O, a line PQ∥AD has been drawn which intersects AB at Q and DC produced at P. Prove 

that ar(ABCD)=ar(AQPB). 

 

 
 

25. D and E are points on sides AB and AC respectively of ABC such that ar(DBC)=ar(EBC). 

26. In the figure, ABCDE is a pentagon. A line through B parallel to AC meets DC produced at F. 

Show that: 

a) ar(ACB)=ar(ACF) 

b) ar(AEDF)=ar(ABCDE) 

 

 

27. ABCD is a trapezium with AB∥DC. A line parallel to AC intersects AB at X and BC at Y. 

Prove that ar(ADX)=ar(ACY). 



 
 

 

28. In PQR, X, Y and Z are the mid points of the sides PQ, QR and PR respectively. If 

ar(XYZ)=12cm2. Find area of YZR. 

29. ABCD is a parallelogram and AE⏊DC. If AB=20cm and area of parallelogram ABCD is 80cm2. 

Find AE 

 

30. PQ∥CD∥AB. Prove that ar(ACP)=ar(BDQ). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SCIENCE                                                                                                        

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE  

Answer the following questions:- 

1. What was Blandongdiensten system? 

2. How were forests classified on the basis of the Forest Act, 1878? 

3. Distinguish between Moist Deciduous and Dry Deciduous Forests. 

4. Who was the first Inspector General of Forests in India? Why was he appointed? 

5. What are biomes? 

6. Name any five medicinal plants. State the uses of each one of them.   

7. Which are the most widespread forests of India? Mention any two characteristic features of 

these forests. 

8. Where is Bastar located? Why did the rebellion take place in Bastar? 

9. What is an ecosystem? How do human beings influence the ecology of a region? 

10.  How did Forest Act affect the lives of forest dwellers and villagers? 

 

 


